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1

Eagle (earn)

People have been eagle-eyed since the fifteenth century, 
when the English monk and poet John Lydgate described some-

one as ‘egle-eyed, bryght and cler’. But sharp sight had been associated 
with the eagle for even longer. The Latin for ‘eagle’, aquila, suppos-
edly comes from the creature’s keen sense of sight (acumen oculorum: 
sharpness of the eyes), at least according to Isidore’s seventh-century 
Etymologies. Isidore explains that eagles soar high above the ocean, 
too distant for human eyes to see, and yet the sharp-eyed birds can 
still spot small fish swimming far below. (The Oxford English Dictionary 
suggests a less appealing but more probable etymology, that aquila 
comes from Latin aquilus, or ‘dark brown’.)

Our modern English word ‘eagle’ comes from the Anglo-Norman 
aigle, but before the influence of French this bird was called an 
earn. ‘Erne’ is in fact still used today, usually referring to the golden 
eagle or sea-eagle (though ‘erne-eyed’ doesn’t have quite the same 
ring to it . . .). Old English earn has Germanic roots, with cognates 
in Old Norse (ǫrn), Middle Low German (arn) and modern Dutch 
(arend). (Incidentally, Old English is closest in structure to Frisian, a 
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language from the coastal Netherlands and north-west Germany, so 
it is sometimes more easily understood by speakers of modern Dutch 
or German.) Earn even has cognates in non-Germanic languages, like 
the Greek órnis (bird), a word from which we get ‘ornithology’, the 
study of birds. Only two species of eagle feature among Britain’s 
native birds, so the word earn would probably have been used to 
talk about either the golden eagle or the white-tailed eagle – and 
often we can tell which one the writer had in mind by the way they 
describe it. The golden eagle, known in Scotland as the black eagle, 
may be the bird referred to in the Old English poem Judith, which 
has an earn that is saluwig-pād (dark-cloaked). And it is undoubtedly 
the white-tailed eagle that the poet is thinking about in The Battle of 
Brunanburh, where the earn is a hasu-pāda (grey-cloaked one) with a 
hwīt (white) tail.

Seeker of the sun

Whether dark-cloaked or grey-cloaked, an eagle is easiest to spot when 
it is soaring high in the sky. On a sunny day you might have to squint to 
see it up above the treetops. Bestiaries of the later medieval period seem 
to be particularly interested in the eagle’s flying ability, which – ordinary 
though it may be – contributed to the bird’s role in myth and allegory. 
These bestiaries explain why the eagle flies so high: it must burn off its 
old feathers and the mist in its eyes by flying close to the sun, renewing 
itself in the blazing heat. The eagle is thus made young again. This story 
of renewal doesn’t appear in ancient literature and may have derived 
from Psalm 102, which says, ‘thy youth shall be renewed like the eagle’s’ 
(in Old English bið geedneowod swa swa earnes geogoð ðin).* 

* Throughout this book psalms are numbered according to the Latin Vulgate Bible.
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The religious eagle comparisons don’t stop there. Flying towards 
the sun is not just an extreme rejuvenation: when the eagle looks to 
the sun it is like Christians looking to God, not allowing their spiritual 
vision to become clouded over time. The way the eagle gazes fearlessly 
upon the sun is also compared to the way the saints turn their faces 
towards Christ with unflinching eyes. The notion that eagles can stare 
directly at the sun without pain or injury goes back at least as far as 
ancient Rome. Lucan, a Roman poet of the first century ce, refers 
to the eagle as the ‘ bird of Jove’, who makes his fledglings look upon 
‘Phoebus’ rays’, the rising sun, with an unwavering gaze. In the sev-
enth century, Isidore writes that only fledglings who successfully pass 
the sun-staring challenge are considered worthy enough to belong 
to the eagle family. A fledgling that draws back from the sun is cast 
out by its own parents. A thirteenth-century Latin bestiary explains 
that the parent eagle carries out this harsh sentence ‘without any 
bitterness in its nature, but as an impartial judge’. To the parent, the 
flinching fledgling is nothing but a stranger. While this image of the 
cruel eagle parent is present in Latin bestiaries, it doesn’t appear in 
Old English texts or the Middle English Physiologus, which focuses on 
the individual eagle’s renewal, not mentioning fledglings at all. And 
in Old English we only have references to the eagle as a protective 
parent, like in the Old English translation of Deuteronomy: the baby 
eagles, briddas, are encouraged to fly, but the parent flutters over them 
to make sure they are safe. Bridd is specifically a young bird or chick 
in Old English but has grown up to become ‘ bird’ today – while fugel, 
far more commonly used to mean a bird generally in Old English, is an 
etymon of our more specific ‘fowl’.

The earn’s habit of staring directly at the sun does appear in Old 
English, though not in the context of testing one’s offspring or even 
of self-renewal. In a homily of the tenth-century English abbot and 
writer Ælfric of Eynsham, the earn’s ability to look unflinchingly at the 
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sun is compared to a saint’s ability to behold the full extent of God’s 
glory. The keen eyes of an eagle see God clearly.

Ælfric explains that each of the four evangelists (Matthew, Mark, 
Luke and John) is represented by a different living creature. He says in 
an Old English saint’s life that the prophet Ezekiel had a vision of the 
four evangelists as four nȳtenu (beasts): a mann (human), a lēo (lion), 
an earn and a stirc (calf ). The mann represents St Matthew because his 
gospel explicates Christ’s human lineage. St Mark has a lēo because his 
gospel begins with a reference to St John the Baptist, whose voice is 
compared to a lion’s roar. The Gospel of St Luke emphasises Christ’s 
sacrifice, so Luke is accompanied by a stirc, an animal traditionally 
used for sacrifices. The earn is a symbol of St John the Evangelist, as 
Ælfric clarifies:

The eagle’s likeness belongs to John because the eagle (earn) flies the 

highest of all birds and can stare the most fixedly upon the light of the 

sun. So did John, the divine writer. He flew far up, as with an eagle’s 

wings (earnes fyðerum), and wisely beheld how he could write most 

gloriously (mærlicost) of God.

Here we find all the familiar qualities of our earn – high-flying, fearless, 
keen-sighted and able to look directly at the light. Feþer (pronounced 
feh-ther) in the singular form means ‘feather’, the same as in modern 
English, but in the plural feþra (or fyðerum as it is written here) means 
‘wings’. St John flies like an earn into the heavens, leaving behind 
earthly concerns to contemplate the divine. Christian allegory has 
transformed an ordinary bird into a symbol of new life and renewal. 
The adjective mǣr-līc can mean ‘great’, ‘magnificent’, ‘glorious’, ‘splen-
did’ or ‘illustrious’. John’s perspective from his great height, face to 
face with God, makes his gospel the most mǣr-līc of the four.
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In later medieval bestiaries, the eagle’s flight to the sun is followed 
by a quick descent into a spring below, the water of which further 
renews it. Only its beak remains crooked; the eagle must sharpen it on 
a rock until it’s the right size, the way a Christian is meant to ‘sharpen’ 

St John the Evangelist and his eagle in the Lindisfarne Gospels  

(England, c.700)
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their soul on Christ, improving their faith through close contact with 
the Word of God. The eagle also dives into the spring to catch fish, 
which bestiaries liken to Christ’s descent into hell to rescue deserv-
ing souls. This episode, the Harrowing of Hell, was a popular subject 
of art and literature throughout the Middle Ages (the analogy is not 
perfect, of course, since during the Harrowing of Hell the souls do not 
become Christ’s dinner). The eagle’s renewal through immersion in 
water can also symbolise the Christian sacrament of baptism, and for 
this reason the bird sometimes appears on medieval baptismal fonts. 
Christians who turn their eyes to the Lord, the way the eagle turns its 
eyes to the sun, will find their spiritual vision refreshed.

A bird of contradictions

As we’ve seen with the eagle’s parenting styles, interpretations of the 
bird’s behaviour sometimes seem to contradict each other. The eagle’s 
rapid fall from on high for the sake of food can also be read as an alle-
gory of Adam’s metaphorical fall, when he disobeyed God and ate 
the forbidden fruit in the Garden of Eden. The eagle can thus signify 
human frailty, falling for fish the way man falls for forbidden fruit. Like 
the human soul, the eagle can soar, but it can also fall. Medieval besti-
aries also compare the eagle to persecutors who lie in ambush for one’s 
spirit, as well as to secular rulers who fail to focus on spiritual concerns.

So, on the one hand the eagle seems to represent Christ rescuing 
sinners from hell; on the other it represents Adam, falling again and 
again. These contrasting attitudes towards the earn are not only the 
preserve of religious texts and poems. Although they too would have 
been written down by monks and nuns, Old English prognostics are 
not religious in nature. They are reference texts that make predic-
tions about the future based on everything from the human body to 
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the stars to the days of the week. Seeing an earn in your dreams can be 
either good or bad. Two prognostic texts claim that if you dream about 
an earn above your head, you will have weorþ-mynd (honour, glory, 
favour, fame). Today the eagle is still used as a symbol of leadership 
and authority, which perhaps align with weorþ-mynd. But these texts 
also warn that if you dream about many eagles together it indicates 
nīþ (hatred), the snares and deceits of men. When eagles gather, it is 
usually around dead bodies. An Old English translation of the Gospel 
of Matthew says, ‘Wherever the body (hold) shall be, eagles (earnas) 
shall be gathered there.’ A hold is a corpse or carcass, cognate with Old 
Norse hold, which means ‘flesh’. 

Sometimes, contradictions can be found between predictions that 
seem otherwise almost identical. Take these two different copies of 
the same prognostic text, for instance:

Gif him þince, þæt hine earn swyþe ete, þæt byþ deaþ.

(If it appears to him that the eagle fiercely devours him, that means death.)

Þonne him þynce, þæt his earn ehte, þæt bið eað.

(When it seems to him that an eagle pursues him, that means happiness.)

It is odd that these predictions should differ so drastically in texts that 
otherwise seem like duplicate copies. But if you look carefully, you’ll 
notice some crucial differences – ones that belong to the hand of the 
scribe rather than the swefen-reccere (dream interpreter). Ete is a form 
of the verb etan (to eat), while ehte is a form of ēhtan (to pursue or 
chase). Did the scribe leave out an ‘h’, turning the earn’s pursuit into 
a feast? Eað, which is read as an alternate spelling of ēad (happiness 
or well-being), easily becomes deað/dēaþ (death) if you add a ‘d’. Are 
these scribal errors, or are the dreambooks portraying two different 
scenarios? If there is an error, which prognostic is the original and 
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the ‘correct’, and which is the badly copied? Certainly, if one is being 
devoured by an eagle, that probably means death. It’s less clear why an 
eagle pursuing you would mean happiness, but this concept is echoed 
in another prognostic text, which says:

Gif him þince, þæt his earn swyþe eahte, þæt byþ mycel gefea.
(If it seems to him that an eagle fiercely pursues him, that means 

great joy.)

It’s essentially the same as the other prediction but uses ge-fēa (joy) 
instead of ēad (happiness). But repetition of the idea doesn’t mean 
that the joyful interpretation is the correct one: yet another text claims 
that if you dream about an earn flying, it means dēaþ for your wife. 
There are no prognostics, however, that claim that dreaming about an 
eagle is simply a sign of a mildly upset stomach. It seems that dreams 
about eagles lead either to joy and prosperity or to malice and death – 
there’s really no in-between.

Beasts of battle

The ordinary sight of an eagle soaring high in the sky might be inspir-
ing, as we imagine the ge-fēa (joy) we’d experience with such freedom, but 
maybe you associate this behaviour with impending dēaþ – and this isn’t 
simply due to dream prognostics. If an eagle is circling high above, it is 
very likely looking for prey, ready to kill for its supper. Or, if it’s feeling 
lazy, it might feed on a pre-killed hold (corpse). Eagles hunt for their own 
food, but they also feed upon the remains of other animals’ kills, scaveng-
ing like a vulture or raven. For this reason, the earn is one of the ‘ beasts of 
battle’, a trope that appears throughout Old English poetry: three fear-
some creatures whose presence accompanies war and destruction.
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The Old English poem The Battle of Brunanburh describes one 
such scene of bloody destruction: the battle of English forces (King 
Athelstan and his brother Edmund) against an alliance of enemies 
(the kings of Scotland, Dublin and Strathclyde). In the aftermath of 
the conflict, three beasts of battle come into view: the earn, the black 
and horny-beaked hræfn (h’rav-un) and the grey wulf of the woods. 
If you read these words out loud, it’s easy to see how these latter two 
creatures have become the modern raven and wolf – even if the spell-
ing and pronunciation have morphed along the way. Most noticeably, 
Old English hræfn contains a letter that no longer appears in English 
words: æ (æsc, pronounced ash), a ligature that sounds like the ‘a’ in 
‘cat’. This is just one of the letters that have disappeared as Old English 
became new. In this book you’ll come across two others: þ (thorn) and 
ð (eth), which are used interchangeably for a voiced or voiceless ‘th’ 
sound (as in ‘this’ or ‘path’).

But what is our sharp-eyed earn doing among these beasts of battle? 
The trio of earn, hræfn and wulf  loiters near battlefields, waiting to have 
their fill of carrion: battles mean corpses, and corpses mean dinner. The 
creatures are depicted as heartless scavengers following their natural 
instincts, which the medieval literature scholar Heidi Estes compares 
to the way Old English texts portray pagans plundering the bodies 
of Christians. In The Battle of Brunanburh the poet chooses language 
that emphasises these negative traits. The earn is described as grǣdig 
(greedy), a gūþ-hafoc (gooth-ha-vock) or ‘war-hawk’, and elsewhere 
it is a gūþ-fugel (war-bird). Its feathered companion doesn’t get off any 
lighter: other poems describe the hræfn as a wæl-cēasiga (chooser of the 
slain) and a lyft-sceaþa (robber of the air). The Battle of Brunanburh is a 
political text, written for the purpose of celebrating the heroism and 
victory of the West Saxon dynasty. But Christian heroes can’t be seen 
heartlessly plundering the bodies of the slain, so the poem has the beasts 
of battle collect the spoils of war rather than the victorious warriors. 
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In The Battle of Brunanburh it is only the excitement of the victorious 
humans that gets transferred to the beasts of battle, but in Beowulf we 
find a raven with the ability to speak. Having defeated a fierce dragon 
fighting at King Beowulf ’s side, the warrior Wiglaf returns to the 
men who refused to join him, who cowered beyond a nearby cliff. The 
dragon is dead, Wiglaf says, but so is their leader. He looks towards 
the imminent future, when their enemies learn that they no longer 
have a powerful king to protect them. He paints a grim vision of the 
aftermath of the unavoidable battle:

Many a morning-cold spear shall be clasped in fists, held in hands. 

The warriors will not be awakened by the sound of the harp. Instead, 

the dark raven (hrefn), eager for the fated, speaks (reordian) at length, 

telling (secgan) the eagle (earne) how he was successful at his meal, 

while plundering the slaughtered with the wolf (wulf  ).

This scene is devastating, utterly devoid of human life. It is less 
about the specific enemy who will bring down Wiglaf ’s people than 
the inevitability of their demise. The warriors cannot be awakened 
by music because they lie dead, and it is the beasts of battle who 
speak up in the absence of humans. The hræfn boasts like any warrior 
after battle, going into detail (we imagine – since he does talk ‘at 
length’), describing the exploits that led to his sumptuous feast. 
There is something here that might remind us of the dinner-party 
bore, and the poet uses words like reordian (to speak) and secgan (to 
tell) to emphasise the raven’s human qualities. The eagle, noticeably, 
stays silent.

The eagle is more vocal in Judith, a retelling of the story of the 
Old Testament heroine who beheads an enemy general and saves 
her people. It is just before Judith’s people, the Hebrews, launch 
their successful attack on the Assyrian camp. The warriors march 
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confidently, newly inspired by Judith’s bravery – they are hæleþas 
(heroes). Meanwhile, both the lean wulf and the black hræfn rejoice at 
the thought of impending slaughter, knowing the hæleþas will provide 
them with a feast. The earn eagerly follows along behind the marching 
men, singing a hilde-lēoþ (battle-song) as if to inspire them further. 
This is no normal birdsong: a lēoþ usually refers to a poem, ode or song 
with verses. Lēoþ-cræft is the art of poetry, a musical medium that uses 
words. Just as the beasts of battle take on the traits of human blood-
thirstiness, here the earn takes on the role of a scop (poet) . . .

Isolation or inspiration?

While the song of the earn in Judith inspires warriors to victory, to the 
ears of the traveller in the poem The Seafarer the eagle’s cries are only 
desolate screeches. In the midst of stormy weather, this lonely soul 
hears the dewy-feathered eagle bigeal (pronounced bih-yeh-all). This 
verb, be-gyllan (beh-yuel-lahn), is a hapax legomenon, or a word that 
appears only once in extant Old English texts. If the pronunciation 
‘yeh-all’ makes you think of ‘yell’, you wouldn’t be far off: the Toronto 
Dictionary of Old English defines be-gyllan as ‘to cry out against or in 
answer to’, which seems quite specific to this scenario: a man alone 
at sea, speaking about his hardships, with no one to respond to his 
stories but the birds. The slightly more common verb gyllan has been 
defined in a variety of ways:

1. (of birds) to make a loud cry, to screech

2. (of a wolf/dog) to bay, howl

3. (of an inanimate object) to make a strident, grating or crashing 

noise
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Regardless of who or what makes the sound, it seems that it is never 
pleasant.

In The Seafarer a lonely man is isolated by storms and unable to see 
a better future. He cannot see, only hear the eagle who soars with a 
freedom far removed from the man’s own state. But what if instead 
he had the perspective of the eagle soaring above the clouds? In an 
Old English translation of Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy, Wīsdōm 
tells Mōd that when he ascends he will look down upon the tempestu-
ous world below, swa se earn ðonne he up gewit bufan ða wolcnu styrmen-
dum wedrum (like the eagle when he goes above the clouds in stormy 
weather). Boethius, a Roman statesman and philosopher, wrote his 
Consolation of Philosophy while in prison before his execution in 524 ce, 
so it is no wonder that he is fantasising about an eagle’s freedom and 
fearless flight. Boethius’ text is written in the form of a conversation 
between Philosophy personified and his own suffering soul. In the Old 
English translation, Boethius’ soul is Mōd and Philosophy Wīsdōm. The 
meaning of wīsdōm was the same as it is today, referring to knowl-
edge, learning or philosophy. Mōd can be translated in many ways: 
‘the inner person or spiritual element of a person’, ‘soul’, ‘heart’, ‘spirit’ 
or ‘mind’. It eventually became modern English ‘mood’. Not every 
Latin text was translated into Old English, but Boethius’ Consolation 
of Philosophy was popular throughout the Middle Ages. Its translation 
into different languages tells us that it spoke to many people, some of 
whom may have felt ‘trapped’ by their situation, even if they weren’t 
actually imprisoned. Could the idea that one’s mōd eventually rises 
above all earthly ills have been a comfort? Whether we are a lonely 
seafarer or not, the ability to imagine our spirits ascending like the 
high-flying earn soars above the clouds – where no troublesome storm 
can harm it or hinder its flight – is an inspiring vision. As long as you 
don’t also think about the eagle’s grim, haunting screech.

Sometimes earnas can actively show us inspiration by guiding our 
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souls to wondrous visions. In the Old English poem Andreas, some 
young seafarers say that while they were sleeping, earnas allowed 
them to glimpse the wonders of heaven. They describe their dream or 
vision to St Andrew:

Eagles (earnas) came over the surge of the waves, flying, exultant 

in their wings (feðerum). They carried away our souls as we slept, 

conveying them joyfully, flying through the air with happy (bliðe), 

clear (beorhte) and gentle (liðe) sounds. They jubilantly showed us 

affection, dwelling in love. There was unending singing and heaven’s 

circuit, many beautiful troops and a host of glory.

The earnas guide the sleeping souls to heaven, allowing them – even 
while still alive – to glimpse the eternal, heaven and a host of angels 
singing. They contrast significantly with the screeching, dewy- 
feathered earn of The Seafarer and the chattering scavenger of Beowulf. 
Instead of eliciting a sense of loneliness or doom, the song of the eagle 
is blīþe, beorht and līþe (happy, bright and gentle), a line which is itself 
musical in its use of alliteration and rhyme (blee-thuh, beh-orh’t 
and lee-thuh).

The eagle’s behaviour in Old English texts is fairly ordinary but 
heavy in meaning, whether inspiring hope or reminding us of our 
isolation. Earnas fly over desolate waters, screeching at lonely seafar-
ers, making us realise we are ultimately alone on the journey to our 
salvation. Alongside the hræfn and the wulf, the earn haunts the battle-
field, eager to plunder the corpses, reminding us that death comes to 
us all. But there is also something joyful in the earn’s flight as it soars 
through the air. Earnas can escape storm clouds, finding security in 
the rays of the sun. And, of course, their eagle eyes see all.
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Eagle’s Wordhord

be-gyllan, verb (beh-yuel-lahn / bɛ-ˈjyl-lan): To cry out against or in 
answer to.

beorht, adjective (beh-orh’t / ˈbɛɔrxt): Bright, clear, lucid.
blīþe, adjective (blee-thuh / ˈbliː-θə): Happy, joyful; gentle, kind, 

gracious.
bridd, noun (brid / ˈbrɪd): Young bird, chick.
dēaþ, noun (day-ath / ˈdeːaθ): Death.
ēad, noun (ay-ahd / ˈeːad): Happiness, well-being.
earn, noun (eh-arn / ˈɛarn): Eagle (plural: earnas).
ēhtan, noun (ay-h’tahn / ˈeːx-tan): To pursue or chase.
etan, noun (eh-tahn / ˈɛ-tan): To eat.
feþer, noun (feh-ther / ˈfɛ-θɛr): Feather; (in plural) wings (plural: 

feþra).
fugel, noun (fuh-yell / ˈfʌ-jɛl): Bird (plural: fuglas).
ge-fēa, noun (yeh-vay-ah / jɛ-ˈveːa): Joy, gladness.
grǣdig, adjective (gradd-ih / ˈgræː-dɪj): Greedy, covetous.
gūþ-fugel, noun (gooth-fuh-yell / ˈguːθ-ˌfʌ-jɛl): War-bird (an 

epithet for the eagle).
gūþ-hafoc, noun (gooth-ha-vock / ˈguːθ-ˌha-vɔk): War-hawk (an 

epithet for the eagle).
gyllan, verb (yuel-lahn / ˈjyl-lan): To make a loud cry, to screech; to 

bay, howl; to make a strident, grating or crashing noise.
hasu-pāda, noun (ha-zuh-pah-da / ˈha-zʌ-ˌpaː-da): Grey-cloaked one 

(an epithet for the eagle).
hæleþ, noun (hal-eth / ˈhæ-lɛθ): Hero, (noble) man (plural: hæleþas).
hilde-lēoþ, noun (hill-duh-lay-oth / ˈhɪl-də-ˌleːɔθ): Battle-song.
hold, noun (hold / ˈhɔld): Corpse, carcass.
hræfn, noun (h’rav-un / ˈhræ-vən): Raven.
hwīt, adjective (h’weet / ˈhwiːt): White.
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lēo, noun (lay-oh / ˈleːɔ): Lion (plural: lēon).
lēoþ, noun (lay-oth / ˈleːɔθ): Song, poem, ode.
lēoþ-cræft, noun (lay-oth-kraft / ˈleːɔθ-ˌkræft): The art of poetry.
līþe, adjective (lee-thuh / ˈliː-θə): Soft, gentle, mild, serene.
lyft-sceaþa, noun (lueft-sheh-ah-tha / ˈlyft-ˌʃɛa-θa): Robber of the 

air (an epithet for the raven).
mann, noun (mahn / ˈman): Man, human being (plural: menn).
mǣr-līc, adjective (maer-leech / ˈmæːr-liːtʃ): Great, magnificent, 

glorious, splendid, illustrious.
mōd, noun (moad / ˈmoːd): Inner person, soul, mind, heart, spirit.
nīþ, noun (neeth / ˈniːθ): Hatred, enmity, rancor, spite, malice.
nȳten, noun (nue-ten / ˈnyː-tɛn): Animal, beast (plural: nȳtenu).
reordian, verb (reh-or-di-ahn / ˈrɛɔr-di-an): To speak, say.
saluwig-pād, adjective (sa-luh-wi-pawd / ˈsa-lʌ-wɪj-ˌpaːd): Dark-

cloaked, having dark plumage.
scop, noun (shop / ˈʃɔp): Poet.
secgan, verb (sedg-ahn / ˈsɛdʒ-an): To say words, tell.
stirc, noun (stirk / ˈstɪrk): Calf.
swefen-reccere, noun (sweh-ven-reh-cheh-ruh / ˈswɛ-vɛn-ˌrɛ-tʃɛ-rə): 

Interpreter of dreams, soothsayer.
wæl-cēasiga, noun (wael-chay-ah-zi-ga / ˈwæl-ˌtʃeːa-zɪ-ga): Chooser 

of the slain (an epithet for the raven).
weorþ-mynd, noun (weh-orth-muend / ˈwɛɔrθ-mynd): Honour, 

glory, favour, fame.
wīsdōm, noun (weez-doam / ˈwiːz-doːm): Wisdom, knowledge, 

learning, philosophy.
wulf, noun (wulf / ˈwʌlf ): Wolf.
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Spider (gange-wæfre)

The old english wyrm is far grander than its humble descen-
dant is today. Today a ‘worm’ is usually a small, slender, seg-

mented creature that lives in gardens and occasionally one’s intestines. 
In Old English, a wyrm is essentially any ‘creepy-crawly’ – an insect, a 
worm, a snake, a reptile or even a dragon. Isidore of Seville explains 
that worms come into the world mainly ‘from flesh or wood or some 
earthy substance, without any sexual congress’, although sometimes 
they hatch from eggs, like the scorpion. Isidore puts his ‘worms’ into 
categories based on the source from which he believed them to be gen-
erated: earth, water, air, flesh, leaves, wood and clothing. An example 
of an ‘air worm’ is the spider, with its Latin name aranea deriving from 
aer (air).

Words for ‘spider’ in Old English sound like poetry – gange-wæfre 
(walker-weaver) and wæfer-gange (weaver-walker). These are ken-
nings, or riddle-like compounds of two ordinary nouns that when 
combined mean something else. ‘Walker’ and ‘weaver’ on their own 
do not mean ‘spider’, but when they are joined together in a kenning 
they do. Not many animal kennings survive from Old English, and 
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although we do still have the gærs-hoppa (grasshopper), its poetic 
cousins the gærs-stapa (literally ‘grass-stepper’ – a locust), walker- 
weaver and others have long faded from our language. Another 
word for ‘spider’ that has disappeared is attor-coppa, which literally 
means ‘poison-top’ or ‘poison-vessel’, depending on how you translate 
coppa: cop (top) or copp (vessel). At some point in linguistic history, 
‘coppa’ or ‘cop’ on its own came to mean ‘spider’. In the fourteenth 
century a ‘coppe’ spun a ‘cop-web’, and this spidery word has sur-
vived in today’s ‘cobweb’.

Leechbooks and spider bites

Kennings are usually found only in poetry, but we find both attor-
coppa and gange-wæfre in the practical prose of medical texts. In 
Old English spiders are typically found in one of two types of texts: 
leechbooks and psalters. In neither place are they particularly desir-
able or admirable, just decidedly ordinary. A lǣce-bōc (leechbook) is 
a book of medical remedies, and the spiders in these texts have usu-
ally been up to no good: Old English lǣce-bēc (the plural) specify var-
ious methods of treating spider bites. As well as the kennings used 
for these creatures, the prosaic leechbooks also use the word hunta 
(hunter), which the Toronto Dictionary of Old English hypothesises is 
a word for a venomous spider, possibly arising from confusion of 
Latin venator (hunter) with venenatus (filled with poison). Although 
it may be that hunta means ‘hunting spider’, a spider that hunts its 
prey rather than lying in wait for it, the earliest usage of ‘hunting 
spider’ isn’t until 1665, when the scientist Robert Hooke names them 
in his Micrographia. So we can fairly say that it’s unlikely to be a hunt-
ing spider (although, happily, venomous spiders are just as unlikely 
on the British Isles).
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Bald’s Leechbook, a tenth-century Old English text, provides six dif-
ferent remedies for a hunta or gange-wæfre bite:

1. Cut three scarifications near the bite, directed away from it, 

letting the blood flow on to a green stick of hazel wood. Toss 

away the stick across a road.

2. Cut a scarification on the wound and place pounded lǣce-wyrt 

upon it. (Lǣce-wyrt is thought to be ribwort plantain, a herb 

widespread in the British Isles; its name literally means ‘doctor-

plant’.)

3. Take æferþe (a plant that has not been identified) and lichen from 

a blackthorn. Make these into a powder. Moisten with honey and 

apply to the wound.

4. Fry black snails in a hot pan, then grind them into powder with 

pepper and betony. This concoction may be eaten, drunk or 

applied to the wound.

5. Place the lower part of a mallow plant upon the wound.

6. Cut five scarifications, one on the bite and four around it. Put 

blood from the scarifications on to a stick, and silently throw the 

stick across a wagon road.

The first and the last of these remedies are particularly intriguing, 
since nothing is done to the wound itself aside from some very light 
bloodletting, and, more importantly, the blood must be transferred to 
a piece of wood that is physically cast away from the patient. Perhaps 
it was thought that the poison could be transferred to another object 
in this way, outside the patient’s body. Another curious detail is the 
modification of ‘silently’ in the final suggestion: no yelling, please, 
when tossing your poison stick!

Another lǣce-bōc recommends a different concoction to treat a 
gange-wæfre bite, a combination of a raw hen’s egg, ale and a fresh 
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sheep’s tord (turd). Significantly, the leechbook recommends pre-
paring this swa he nyte (so he doesn’t know) before giving him a 
good cupful to drink. He, in this case, is the person with the spider 
bite – not the spider. The verb nytan is a combination of ne (not) 
+ witan (to know), so it seems you’re meant to hide the fact that 
you are presenting the patient with a cupful of sheep tord. The Old 
English scholar Thijs Porck playfully suggests that, as ineffective as 
this remedy seems, perhaps it would prevent the patient from com-
plaining about spider bites again. And it’s true – even if you were not 
told about the sheep’s tord, the taste would probably give it away, no 
matter how much ale you added.

A rather less repugnant tonic appears in the Old English Herbarium, 
a book of herbal remedies from the early eleventh century. Instead of 
a sheep’s tord, this remedy uses æsc-þrote (verbena), an herbaceous 
flowering plant. Boil the æsc-þrote leaves in wine, pound them, and 
place them on the swollen attor-coppa bite. The wound will then open 
up. Once this has occurred, pound the æsc-þrote (it’s not clear if this is 
more leaves or another part of the plant) with honey and apply it to the 
wound – you’ll be better in no time.

One thing that casts doubt upon the effectiveness of the Herbarium’s 
remedy is the accompanying illustration of the so-called attor-coppan, 
which are not particularly convincing drawings of spiders. If we disre-
gard the horse’s heads, the horns and the wings, we might commend 
the illustrator of these ‘spiders’ on at least getting the number of legs 
right. Spiders are not a common subject of illustration in medieval 
texts, and they often have the wrong number of legs – six or ten, for 
instance.
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Looking again at the Herbarium spiders, we might infer artis-
tic licence rather than error: it’s possible to see that they resemble 
dragons (another kind of wyrm). These fierce attor-coppan are not 
to be trifled with, resembling the spider of the later Middle English 
Physiologus, who is always ready to seize any unfortunate flies caught 
in her net: ‘She bites them cruelly, becoming their slayer. She kills 
them and drinks their blood.’

Years and souls like spiders

As well as leechbooks, the other place that spiders are most commonly 
found in Old English is in psalters. Here, medical prose gives way to 
more dreamy, metaphorical language. For all their apparent ferocity 
and harmful poisons in the leechbooks, spiders are quite weak and vul-
nerable in the Psalms. The Latin Vulgate Bible, a late-fourth-century 
Latin translation by Jerome, was the Bible version most familiar to 
Christians living in early medieval England, and the Douay-Rheims 

Spiders in the Old English Herbarium (England, eleventh century)
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version is its modern English translation. In the Douay-Rheims trans-
lation, Psalm 38 says:

The strength of thy hand hath made me faint in rebukes: Thou hast 

corrected man for iniquity. And thou hast made his soul (anima) to 

waste away like a spider (aranea).

As the Old English scholar Megan Cavell points out, this psalm’s 
meaning is clear – ‘sin eats away at the soul, which withers like a frag-
ile spider’ – and its translations into Old English are pretty straight-
forward. The Vespasian, Regius and Lambeth Psalters – Latin psalters 
containing Old English glosses or translations – all describe the soul 
as languishing, dwindling, wasting away and becoming useless like 
a spider. The Paris Psalter, an Old English translation of the Psalms 
from the late ninth century, has a slight variation: a sinner’s mōd 
(mind/heart/spirit), it says, becomes as tīdre (fragile) as a gange-wæfre’s 
nett. It is the spider’s web, rather than the spider, that is fragile. This 
is not unlike the way in which many people think of spiders today: 
although it’s easy to sweep their frail webs away, although they are 
‘more scared of you than you are of them’, the sight of a spider is often 
enough to strike fear into the hearts of even the bravest among us.

The image of the spider has developed gradually over the centu-
ries. Classical literature (by Roman writers like Ovid and Pliny the 
Elder in the first century ce) and late antique literature (Symphosius 
in the fourth or fifth century) portray spiders as artists and master 
craftspeople. This ‘diligent artist’ concept eventually gave way to a 
competing biblical tradition which associated spiders with weakness 
and fragility. The tīdre spider is the one that appears in early medi-
eval England. Spiders’ webs were easily broken and caught only the 
smallest flies; their work was not seen as artistic like it was in earlier 
periods but instead symbolic of what the medieval literature scholar 
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E. Ruth Harvey describes as ‘useless ingenuity’. By the fourth cen-
tury, Ambrose was using the spider as an example of what Katarzyna 
and Sergiusz Michalski call ‘mindless industriousness’, explaining 
that ‘he works on his web day and night without achieving anything 
usable in the form of clothing’. In the sixth century, the Roman writer 
Cassiodorus links the fragile spider to sin. Because the spider is ‘weak 
and feeble’, it must catch its dinner using cunning and deceitful traps. 
By the time we get to Old English texts, it seems that the spider has 
become if anything feebler, and by the time Middle English is in use 
the emphasis is on the creature’s cruel violence. So much for the artis-
tic crafts-spider of ancient Rome.

If the symbolic nature of the spider has changed over time, so 
has the creature featured in the psalm’s comparison. The original 
Hebrew version of the psalm does not say anything about a spider at 
all. Instead, it uses a moth attacking clothing as a metaphor for life 
fleeing the body. In their natural and cultural history of the spider, 
the Michalskis explain that the Greek translator of the psalm replaced 
the moth with a spider, comparing the drying up of a sinner’s soul to 
the dryness of a spider’s web. It’s for this reason that some modern 
editions of the Bible refer to moths, others to spiders: it depends on 
whether they are based on the Hebrew psalm or the Greek. The King 
James Version published in 1611 leaves out the spider entirely, per-
haps to avoid the complicated metaphor. The Catholic Public Domain 
Version (2009) has a spider, but several other editions, like the New 
International Version (2011), have moths – ‘you consume their wealth 
like a moth’. Whether a hungry moth or a fragile spider, the point is 
that the soul is vulnerable in the presence of sin.

While Psalm 38 likens the fragile spider to a sinner’s soul, Psalm 
89 compares time to a spider. The Latin Vulgate says, ‘For all our 
days are spent; and in thy wrath we have fainted away. Our years 
shall be considered as a spider (aranea).’ The meaning here is far 
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from obvious, and scribes clearly struggled a bit more translat-
ing this Latin verse into Old English. The Lambeth Psalter uses 
‘spider’ for the comparison (in fact two different words for spider, 
lobbe and renge), as does the Cambridge Psalter (which uses wæfer-
gange). However, the Regius Psalter compares ‘our years’ to a renge 
or frocga (frog), while the Vespasian Psalter makes the comparison 
to a gange-wæfre or grytt (dust). Grytt makes sense; if you’re trying 
to emphasise the transitory, ephemeral nature of the years of one’s 
life, ‘dust’ is a more obvious metaphor than ‘spider’. But there is 
nothing particularly fragile or fleeting about a frog. Perhaps the 
Lambeth Psalter scribe got confused when writing their translation, 
misreading the Latin text as rana (frog) instead of aranea (spider). 
(They didn’t have the benefit of a copy-editor back then.) Meanwhile, 
the Paris Psalter reveals some of the spider’s desire for bloodshed 
that appears in the Middle English Physiologus: ‘Our winters [or 
years] were most like a spider (geongewifran), when it is most eager 
to frighten flies into its web (nette).’

Yet as fragile and fleeting as a walker-weaver and its web can be, 
an Old English homily about Judgement Day refers to their longevity 
despite the passing of time:

God’s Law will be destroyed, and then there will be great people-

troubles (folcgedrefnesse) before Doomsday. And God’s house will be 

laid to waste and the altars very neglected, so that spiders (attorcoppan) 

will have woven inside.

The Dictionary of Old English defines folc-gedrēfnes (literally ‘people- 
trouble’) as ‘disturbance of the people’ or ‘confusion of mankind’. 
When human-made churches are destroyed and their altars forgot-
ten, still the attor-coppa’s webs will remain.

Whether they’re like a frog, dust or a spider, ‘our years’, the Psalms 
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warn, are fragile and fleeting, fading away. Even a bloodthirsty hunter, 
like the spiders in the Paris Psalter and Middle English Physiologus, is 
ultimately a vulnerable, tīdre creature who weaves a fragile nett. But 
that nett will outlast human ambition and confusion, the ‘people-trouble’ 
of the world. Such an ordinary thing as a cobweb holds eternity in its 
silky threads. 

Spider’s Wordhord

attor-coppa, noun (aht-tor-kop-pa / ˈat-tɔr-ˌkɔp-pa): Spider (plural: 
attor-coppan).

æferþe, noun (ae-ver-thuh / ˈæ-vɛr-θə): Unidentified medicinal herb.
æsc-þrote, noun (ash-throt-uh / ˈæʃ-ˌθrɔ-tə): Verbena, vervain.
cop, noun (kop / ˈkɔp): Top, summit.
copp, noun (kop / ˈkɔp): Cup, vessel.
folc-gedrēfnes, noun (folk-yeh-drave-ness / ˈfɔlk-jɛ-ˌdreːv-

nɛs): Disturbance of the people, confusion of mankind 
(people-trouble).

frocga, noun (fraw-ja / ˈfrɔ-dʒa): Frog.
gange-wæfre, noun (gong-guh-wav-ruh / ˈgaŋ-gə-ˌwæv-rə): Spider 

(walker-weaver).
gærs-hoppa, noun (garz-hop-pa / ˈgærz-ˌhɔp-pa): Grasshopper.
gærs-stapa, noun (garz-stah-pa / ˈgærz-ˌsta-pa): Locust 

(grass-stepper).
grytt, noun (gruet / ˈgryt): Dust.
hunta, noun (hun-ta / ˈhʌn-ta): Possibly a venomous spider or a 

hunting spider.
lǣce-bōc, noun (latch-uh-boak / ˈlæː-tʃə-ˌboːk): Leechbook, 

book of medical remedies (plural: lǣce-bēc, pronounced 
latch-uh-baych).
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lǣce-wyrt, noun (latch-uh-wuert / ˈlæː-tʃə-ˌwyrt): Ribwort 
plantain, a medicinal herb.

lobbe, noun (lob-buh / ˈlɔb-bə): Spider.
ne, adverb (neh / nɛ): Not.
nett, noun (net / ˈnɛt): Web, net.
nytan, verb (nue-tahn / ˈny-tan): To not know.
renge, noun (reng-guh / ˈrɛŋ-gə): Spider.
tīdre, adjective (tee-druh / ˈtiː-drə): Fragile, weak, easily broken.
tord, noun (tord / ˈtɔrd): Turd, dung.
wæfer-gange, noun (wav-er-gong-guh / ˈwæ-vɛr-ˌgaŋ-gə): Spider 

(weaver-walker).
witan, verb (wit-ahn / ˈwɪ-tan): To know, be aware.
wyrm, noun (wuerm / ˈwyrm): Worm, insect, snake, dragon, reptile 

(plural: wyrmas).
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Field Creature (feoh)

Perhaps the most ordinary of the ordinary animals is the 
feoh. A feoh is a creature of the field, or livestock, typically of the 

four-legged variety. The word can refer specifically to cattle, but the 
crucial characteristic of a feoh was the fact it was domesticated, not 
wild. If an earn is happiest beside a battlefield and a gange-wæfre weav-
ing webs on church altars, the feoh’s place is on a farm.

On the farm

Most people in early medieval England would have been farmers, 
people who worked the land, growing whatever food they needed 
to survive. A gebūr (yeh-boor) was a free but economically depen-
dent peasant, someone who held land that belonged to a lord. (Not 
all farming was done by free peasants, and enslaved labourers would 
have undertaken a great deal of the work.) A gebūr needed to pay 
compensation to the lord of the land, in the form of either goods or 
labour. Whether you were paying rent or compensation or acquiring 
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goods and services, trade and transactions mainly took the form of 
foodstuffs. People of means in early medieval England did trade with 
the world beyond, enjoying exotic items like silks and spices, but all 
the essentials of life came from local farms – food from crops and 
animals, clothing from sheep’s wool and building materials from the 
trees and fields. 

Other Old English words for ‘farmer’ are eorþ-tilia (eh-orth-tih-
li-ah, tiller of the earth), æcer-mann (ack-er-mahn, literally ‘acre-per-
son’) and irþling (irth-ling, someone who does irþ, or ploughing). 
Modern English ‘farmer’ derives from feormere, a noun that seems to 
have been uncommon – a hapax, appearing only once in extant Old 
English. The Toronto Dictionary of Old English defines feormere as ‘pur-
veyor’, a supplier or provider in goods. Feorm is ‘food’ or ‘provisions’, 
but it could also refer to ‘hospitality’ or ‘entertainment’ or simply ‘a 
benefit’. The verb feormian has varied meanings: ‘to foster or main-
tain’, ‘to entertain or welcome a guest’, ‘to harbour a fugitive or crimi-
nal’, ‘to maintain someone with basic necessities’, ‘to supply food as an 
obligation or rent’ or ‘to provide a feast for someone’. Feormian could 
also mean ‘to feed on’, ‘to consume’ or even ‘to cleanse’. After all, an 
important aspect of farming is emptying or clearing out a ditch or 
latrine, or removing dung and soiled straw from a stable. In an Old 
English translation of the Gospel of Luke (c.1000), St John the Baptist 
says Christ will come with a winnowing fan to clean out his bern 
(barn):

He will cleanse (feormað) the barn’s floor (bernes flore) and gather the 

wheat into his barn (berne); the chaff he will burn in an unquenchable 

fire.

John is referring to Christ’s separation of the wheat from the chaff, a 
metaphor for separating the worthy people destined for heaven from 
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the worthless sinners. It wasn’t until the sixteenth century that ‘farm’ 
took on an agricultural definition – ‘to use (land) for growing crops or 
rearing animals; to cultivate (land)’.

A farm in early medieval England typically consisted of a house, 
an outbuilding and an enclosure. A gebūr would probably have kept 
their harvested crops in ricks or stacks, since owning a bern (like the 
metaphorical one in the Gospel of Luke) or corn-hūs (granary, literally 
‘grain-house’) was less common. Farmers would thresh and use grain 
as needed; it was not a large commercial operation. Without a bern, a 
gebūr may have kept their feoh living outside all year round. England’s 
weather was a bit more clement during this period, so that might have 
helped. The ‘Medieval Warm Period’ had average temperatures simi-
lar to those of the early twenty-first century, while the earlier Roman 
period is thought to have been a bit chillier. 

So what dēor would a gebūr have kept on their farm? The cū (cow) 
was mainly used for farm labour (especially ploughing), its meat and 
milk being of secondary importance. Instead, a scēap (sheep, pro-
nounced shay-op) was more likely to have been kept for its meat, 
manure and wool. Sheep skins were also most likely to be turned into 
parchment (while sheep, calf and goat skins were all used to make the 
parchment, sheep were the most readily available). A swīn (pig) was a 
useful source of meat and fat. The hors was a more prestigious animal, 
a luxury gift or a warrior’s form of transport. But horses could still be 
found on a humble farm, used for riding as well as carrying burdens. 
Perhaps there would also be a hund (dog) or a cat (cat) or some cicenu 
(chickens), but these are not really feoh, creatures of the field.

Many feoh appear in an eleventh-century calendar, where each 
month’s labours or activities are illustrated with a number of domes-
ticated critters, the most ordinary of animals in early medieval life. 
The page for January has a plough pulled by a team of four oxan (oxen 
– the reason we say ‘oxen’ instead of ‘oxes’!). On the page for May, a 


